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Computers Helping People with Special Needs, Part II


Eight studies demonstrate the diverse patterns by which deaf people around the world interact with their hearing societies, and document changing attitudes about the deaf in their societies. The studies include a range of topics and methods, from qualitative case studies to quantitative surveys. One study, for example, explores the experiences of deaf people in Nazi Germany and occupied countries and harsh practices in educational settings, to name a few. On the positive side, there are stories of resilience and vivid memories of school years and social and professional life. In this way, the volume contributes in a significant way to the preservation of the cultural and linguistic heritage of Deaf communities and sheds light on lesser known aspects against an otherwise familiar background. This publication has been made possible within the “SIGN-HUB” project, which has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.2000.1375

Several current linguistic approaches to sign language structure include the following assumptions:

I. Language structure includes some non-arbitrary aspects, from the phonological through the textual level, and a great amount of the research in the field supports this approach.

II. Language structure includes some non-arbitrary aspects, from the phonological through the textual level, and a great amount of the research in the field supports this approach.

III. Language structure includes some non-arbitrary aspects, from the phonological through the textual level, and a great amount of the research in the field supports this approach.

IV. Language structure includes some non-arbitrary aspects, from the phonological through the textual level, and a great amount of the research in the field supports this approach.

V. Language structure includes some non-arbitrary aspects, from the phonological through the textual level, and a great amount of the research in the field supports this approach.

VI. Language structure includes some non-arbitrary aspects, from the phonological through the textual level, and a great amount of the research in the field supports this approach.

VII. Language structure includes some non-arbitrary aspects, from the phonological through the textual level, and a great amount of the research in the field supports this approach.

VIII. Language structure includes some non-arbitrary aspects, from the phonological through the textual level, and a great amount of the research in the field supports this approach.

IX. Language structure includes some non-arbitrary aspects, from the phonological through the textual level, and a great amount of the research in the field supports this approach.

X. Language structure includes some non-arbitrary aspects, from the phonological through the textual level, and a great amount of the research in the field supports this approach.
gestural systems of communication among deaf people, the genesis of writing in children, and inter-ethnic communication. Il volume si offre come strumento operativo per l'insegnamento della lingua italiana ad alunni audiori e/o sordi attraverso l'intelligenza della Lingua dei Segni Italiana. La prima parte del volume descrive le funzioni e i compiti delle Interprete educativa che rastrellano intorno agli alunni diversamente abili con particolare attenzione ai bambini sordi. La seconda è dedicata alla didattica della lingua italiana mediante il supporto della LIS. La terza è infine costituita dai contenuti multimediali: registrazioni video e audio scaricabili dal lettore tramite il sito della casa editrice.

This book is about the representations - both visual and linguistic - which people give of their own places of origin. It examines the drawings of interviewees who were asked to draw their own place of origin on a white A3 sheet, using pencil or colour, according to their choice. If they were born in a place they did not remember because they moved in when they were very small, they could draw the place they did remember as the scenario of their early childhood. The drawings are examined from three different perspectives: semiotics, cognitive psychology and geography. The semiotic instruments are used to describe how each person reconstructs a complex image of his/her childhood place, and how they translate their own memories from one language to another, e.g. from drawing to verbal story, trying to approach what they want to express in the best possible way. The cognitive-psychological point of view helps clarify the emotional world of the interviewees and their motivations during the process of reconstruction and expression of their childhood experiences. The geographical conceptualizations concern a cultural level and provide insight into the cartographic models that inspire the maps people drew. One of the main findings was the influence from cultural codes as demonstrated in the fact that most of the US students interviewed drew their maps showing considerable cartographic expertise in comparison to their European counterparts.

Although a number of edited collections deal with either the languages of the world or the languages of particular regions or genetic families, only a few cover sign languages or even include a substantial amount of information on them. This handbook provides information on some 38 sign languages, including basic facts about each of the languages, structural aspects, history and culture of the Deaf communities, and history of research. This information will be of interest not just to general audiences, including those who are deaf, but also to linguists and students of linguistics. By providing information on sign languages in a manner accessible to a less specialist audience, this volume fills an important gap in the literature. This book constitutes the joint refereed proceedings of six workshops held in conjunction with the 8th International Conference on Web Information Systems Engineering, WISE 2007 in Nancy, France, in December 2007. The 44 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions for presentation in the six workshops. The workshops discuss a broad range of subjects. The book's strength is in its rigorous research standards. Strongly recommended. -- CHICEA A valuable resource and a rare, qualitative presentation. -- Academic Library Book Review The first volume in the new Sociolinguistics in Deaf Communities series presents a rich collection of essays on signspelling in Langue des Signes Quebecoise (LSQ) in Quebec, Canada; language used by a Navajo family with deaf children; language, classroom practice, and multiculturalism in deaf education; aspects of American Sign Language (ASL) and Filipino sign language discourse; and the role of rhetorical language in deaf social movements. Contributors are Dominique Machabee, Arlene Blumenthal-Kelly, Jeffrey Davis, Melanie Met-ger, Samual Sappala, Barbara Gerner de Garcia, Liza B. Martinez, Kathy Jankowski, and also Cecil Lucas. Sociolinguistics in Deaf Communities affords an invaluable opportunity to assess up-to-date information on sign language linguistics worldwide and its impact on policy and planning in education, interaction with spoken languages, interpreting, and the issues of empowerment. This volume provides a complete description of ASL variation. People from varying regions and backgrounds have different ways of saying the same thing. For example, in English some people say “test,” while others say “tes,” dropping the final “t.” Noted scholars Cecil Lucas, Robert Bayley, and Clayton Valli led a team of exceptional researchers in applying techniques for analyzing sign language variation to ASL. Their observations at the phonological, lexical, morphological, and syntactic levels demonstrate that ASL variation correlates with many of the same driving social factors of spoken languages, including age, socioeconomic class, gender, ethnic background, region, and sexual orientation. Internal constraints that mandate variant choices for spoken languages have been compared to ASL as well, with intriguing results.

The First International Conference on Electronic healthcare for the twenty-first century, was held in City University, London, during September 8-9, 2008. The conference was organized as a meeting point for telecare product vendors, policy makers, government ministers, academics, clinicians and all those involved in electronic and mobile health, to examine and to share ideas contributing to the - vancement of electronic healthcare into the twenty-first century. The conference had a huge success with a large number of paper submissions. Ninety-seven papers were submitted, of which 32 were selected for presentation. Each paper was carefully reviewed blindly by a minimum of three referees from the resp- tive field. A special thanks should go to the Technical Program Committee for their hard work and efficient work in the review process. In addition to the submitted contributions, the conference included a business pres- tation track with 12 invited talks by key people in the world of eHealth. The business presentation track was chaired by Sir Jonathan Michael (Deputy Director, BT Health). The success of this conference is to be credited to the contribution of many people. The Routledge Handbook of Lexicography provides a comprehensive overview of the major approaches to lexicography and their applications within the field. This Handbook features key case studies and cutting-edge contributions from an international range of practitioners, teachers, and researchers. Analysing the theory and practice of compiling dictionaries within the digital era, the 47 chapters address the core issues of: The foundations of lexicography, and its interactions with other disciplines including Corpus Linguistics and Information Science; Types of dictionaries, for purposes such as translation and teaching; Innovative specialised dictionaries such as the Onolox wine dictionary and the Online Dictionary of New Zealand Sign Language; Lexicography and world languages, including Arabic, Hindi, Russian, Chinese, and Indonesian; The future of lexicography, including the use of the Internet, user participation, and dictionary portals. The Routledge Handbook of Lexicography is essential reading for researchers and students working in this area. Since the recent creation of a large-scale corpus of Italian Sign Language (LSI), a new research branch has been established to study the sociolinguistic variation characterizing this language in various linguistic domains. However, for nominal modification, the role of language-internal variation remains uncertain. This volume represents the first attempt to investigate sign order variability in this domain, examining what the syntactic structure of LSI nominal expressions looks like in particular, three empirical studies are presented and discussed: the first two are corpus studies investigating the distribution and duration of nominal modifiers, while the third deals with the syntactic behavior of cardinal numerals, an unexplored area. In this enterprise, three different theoretical dimensions of inquiry are innovatively combined: linguistic typology, generative linguistics, and sociolinguistics. The research setup involves both quantitative and qualitative data. This mixed approach starts from corpus data to present the phenomenon, examine linguistic facts on a large scale, and draw questions from these, and then looks at elicited and judgment-based data to provide valid insights and refine the analysis. Crucially, the combination of different methods contributes to a better understanding of the mechanisms driving nominal modification in LIS and its internal variation. Volume II of the handbook offers the state of the art on how body movements are used for communication around the world. Topics include the functions of body movements, their contexts of occurrence, their forms and meanings, their integration with speech, and how bodily motion can function as language. An interdisciplinary chapter on embodiment explores the body and its role in the grounding of language from current theoretical perspectives. Un altro sguardo è un altro ascolto sulla sordità è il titolo scelto per la pubblicazione della documentazione dello studio, della ricerca e delle esperienze professionali delle Assistenti alla comunicazione di [insieme per l'integrazione e il bilinguismo-Onlus], unica cooperativa della regione Emilia Romagna specializzata nel campo della sordità, sordocecità e delle difficoltà linguistiche e comunicative. Chiara Morlini affronta le biografie dei giovani sordi stranieri, spesso in Italia in seguito al trasferimento dal Paese d'origine per ricongiungimento familiare, che ha affiancato fin dai propri esordi lavorativi con il ruolo di Assistente alla comunicazione, consapevole che la conoscenza della lingua dei segni, sordità, sordocecità e delle difficoltà linguistiche e comunicative.
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